Dear Residents,

Warmest Greetings from The Pakubuwono House !
We would like to give the warm welcome for those who have moved into The Pakubuwono House, we hope
your move already lasted with a comfortable and safe. We would like to introduce you, your family members,
and your domestic staffs with all the rules and restrictions inside the House Rules and Regulations. “Inside”
will be the bridge from us to informing the various aspects of the House Rules.
Last but not least, please feel free to contact myself or any of my colleagues if you have any requests or
concerns. We will be happy to assist you with my best personal wishes.

Sincerely,
Birgitta Adisty
Resident Service Manager

8. PLANTS
8.1 Plants in The Common Area
8.1.1 Residents are not allowed to do any activity that may cause damage or ruin the garden,
grass, bushes, and trees.
8.1.2 Residents are not allowed to use Common Area for their own private use.
8.1.3 Damaging the Common Area particularly landscape, plants, grass area and track is strictly
prohibited. Any repair/replacement for the damages will be charged to the Resident concerned.
8.1.4 Private plants are not allowed to be planted in the Common Area particularly in the garden.
8.1.5 Residents are not allowed to store/ place any pot of plants of any kind in the Common Area.

8.2 Plants on The Balconies
8.2.1 Residents are not allowed to place excessive plants/ pots of plants at their
own balconies.
8.2.2 Residents are not allowed to plant any illegal plants.
8.2.3 Residents must always clean their balconies from dead leaves and dispose of
them accordingly.
8.2.4 When watering the plants on the balcony, Residents must always take care
that excess does not go to Units below.

“New: Package Room”

I

n according with the package and delivery order incerement, and also to create te Tenant Relation area more tidy. We would like to inform you that currently
we provide the dedicated area, name “PACKAGE ROOM” to pick up any delivery order or package (exclude food & beverage product) at Ground Floor (inside
the Star Wash Laundry). The food & beverage product will remain to be collected at Tenant Relation.

Please find the detail below of the operation hour for your reference:
 Days : Monday – Friday (exclude Public Holidays)
 Time : 08:00 – 17:00 (break time 12:00 – 13:00)
Any package arrives or still not collected out from the time mentioned, it would be available ata Tenant Relation Officer. Thank you for your kind attention and
cooperation.
Best regards
Building Management

“Rezeki Privilege Membership Program”

W

e are excited to announce that all of the Pakubuwono Apartments
under The Pakubuwono Property Development (The Pakubuwono
Residence, The Pakubuwono View, The Pakubuwono House, The
Pakubuwono Spring) in a collaboration with REZEKI Fresh Market are launching
“PRIVILEGE MEMBERSHIP” for all residents of The Pakubuwono.
This program provides extra discounts special for Resident of The Pakubuwono
who shop at all Rezeki Fresh Market outlets.
Please register yourself by filling in the Privilege Membership registreation that
will be available at our Tenant Relation Officer.
Thank you for always supporting us, should you have any questions please do not
hesitate to contact our Tenant Relation Officer at Ground Floor Lobby.
Sincerely,
Building Management

FRESH FRUIT MARKET

ACTIVITIES AT THE PAKUBUWONO HOUSE
FREE ZUMBA CLASS
There is no Zumba Class until further notice

New Normal Transition

“Get Planty”

I

ndoor plants should be an essential component of every interior design. Greenery brightens up indoor spaces and are known to have mood-boosting
qualities. Indoor plants are popular because they are relatively easy to take care of, provide health benefits and can be used in a variety of indoor décor
themes. Most of the time, indoor plants are already in containers, so there is no need to plant them. There are several qualities to look when selecting an
indoor plant:
 A good root system
This is incredibly important when choosing a plant. It’s not pratical to pull a plant out of its pot to check its roots but if it is a small plant, this can be
done. Healthy roots are thick and light in color.
 Foliage
Here’s a good rule of thumb when it comes to plant’s foliage: if you can’t see through it, the foliage is thick enough.
 Check for disease
Some signs of a plant with pests or disease are white dots, sticky residue on the leaves and a bad odour
Indoor plants that need little light could be good fits for locations where light is more dim. Some plants that require low light are:
 Philodendron
A very common indoor plant that rarely attracts pests. It’s hearty plant that is adaptable to various environments.
 Pothos or Devil’s Ivy
A plant with colorful and vibrant leaves. This plant does great in a variety of enviroments, thriving in low light or in bright, indirect light.
 Dracaena
This is another popular indoor plant with long green leaves. This is one indoor plant you will want to prune if foliage gets too long.
 Peace Lily
This plant thrives best when the soil is moist, but not overwatered. If you want flowers to appear on your peace lily plant, move your plant to a darker
room.

Here are some tips that will help you care for indoor plants:
 Keep pottind soil moist. It’s important to make sure soil is not too wet nor too dry
 Make sure the plant pot has drainage holes int the bottom of the pot
 Place your plant near a light source, wheter it’s natural or artificial
 Determine what species of plant you have so you can more accurately care for it
We also need to know when we need to water our indoor plant. Over-watering is a common mistake, amd you will want to make sure the planct actually
requires water now or if it should wait until later. Here are some ways to see if it’s time to water:
 Soil probe
This probe will draw out soil. Which will help yu understand how dry the soil is below the surface.
 Moisture meter
This tool tells you, on a scale, how dry soil is.
 Lifting the plant up
Heaviness signifies the plant has enough water, but lightness signifies the plant is dry.
 Wilting
Wilting typically happens because the plant is not getting suffivient water. Lift the plant to see if it is light in weight or if it’s heavy.
 Tipping
If the leaf edges begin browning and are crispy to the touch, the plant likely needs water. If the leaf edges are becoming brown but feel mushy, the
plant has likely gotten too much water.
 Yellow leaves
Yellow leaves may also signify that a plant has too much or too little water, but this is not always the case.

“Day of Silence”

N

yepi is a Balinese “Day of Silence” that is commemorated every Isakawarsa (Saka New Year) according to the Balinese calendar (it falls on March 14).
It is a Hindu celebration mainly celebrated in Bali, Indonesia. Nyepi, a public holiday in Indonesia, is a day of silence, fasting and meditation for the
Balinese. The day following Nyepi is also celebrated as New Year’s Day. On this day, the youth of Bali in the village of Sesetan in South Bali practice
the ceremony of Omed-omedan or ‘The Kissing Ritual’ to celebrate the new year. The same day is celebrated in India as Ugadi.
Observed from 6 am until 6 am
the next morning, Nyepi is a day
reserved for self-reflection, and
as such, anything that might
interfere with that purpose
restricted. The main restrictions
are no lighting fires (and lights
must be kept low); no working;
no entertainment or pleasure;
no traveling; and for some, no
talking or eating at all. The effect
of these prohibitions is that Bali’s
usually bustling streets and
roads are empty, there is little or
no noise from TVs and radios,
limited access to internet and
few signs of activity are seen
even inside homes. The only
people to be seen outdoors are
the Pecalang, traditional security
men who patrol the streets to
ensure the prohibitions are
being followed.

Although Nyepi is primarily a Hindu holiday, non-Hindu residents and tourists are not exempt from the restrictions. Although they are free to do as they wish
inside their hotels, no one is allowed onto the beaches or streets, and the only airport in Bali remains closed for the entire day. The only exceptions granted
are for emergency vehicles responding to life-threatening conditions and women about to give birth.
On the day after Nyepi, known as Ngembak Geni (Relighting the Fire), social activity picks up again quickly, as families and friends gather to ask forgiveness
from one another, and to perform certain religious rituals together. Fires and electricity are allowed again, and cooking of food resumes.
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